
Changelog 

From Version 1.0 to Version 2.0 

Typos: 
Several minor grammar fixes. 
Opposed Roll Probability Tables said 1D6 mean is 3. Corrected to read 3.5. 
Vuln:H trait said defender of Scramble action gets -1D6. Corrected to attacker gets +1D6. 
Skill Advantage in Attack Tables listed +1/-1D6. Corrected to +0/1D6. 
Weapons Table listed the VHGL’s PEN as 9. Corrected to 10. 
Split Attacks can no longer be used to circumvent the Sensor Lock requirement on Stealth 
models. 
Some subsections were incorrectly numbered and have now been corrected. 

Presentation: 
What: Headings and subheadings made bold, changed font, colour, added horizontal rule. 
Why: They were a little too easily scanned past before. 

Navigation: 
What: Some more key phrases linked to the relevant sections 
Why: To aid user navigation 

Measuring: 
What: Distance between models can now be measured from any two points on the Models’ 
silhouettes 
Why: Required due to use of origin and target points, and to simplify measuring 

Core Mechanics: 
What: Changed the target number required to add to the result die in Opposed Rolls from 6 
to 4+ 
Why: There are four reasons for this change, which are listed here in order of importance: 

1. We wanted to increase the impact of d6 in abstract. Regardless of how many D6 you 
were rolling, we got feedback that indicated you felt an extra D6, even two extra D6, 
weren’t giving you a boost to your results that felt satisfying. Following some testing 
and considering the mean increase in result across common rolls, we felt that moving 
to 4+ did quite a lot to allay this feeling and make those extra D6 more important to 
pursue in abstract. 

2. Relatedly, we wanted to smooth out the change in impact of additional D6 as the 
number of D6 changes. What we mean by this is that we didn’t want such a drastic 
difference in value from an additional D6 depending on whether it took you to 2D6, 



3D6, or 4D6. The fewer D6 you have the more valuable an extra one is - this is 
intentional, but with a TN of 6 the jump from 2D6 to 3D6 was just too stark compared 
with 1D6 to 2D6. Lowering the TN to 4+ really smooths the curve out. 

3. A confluence of the above two points is that additional D6, as a bonus from weapons, 
flanking, etc now balances better against the other type of modifier, the flat +1 to 
result. Now we have the TN of 4+ getting an extra D6 is actually better than a +1 
modifier at a very hard roll (when you’re at 0 or 1D6) while still being quite a bit worse 
on an easy roll (if you’re at 4 or more D6). This makes advanced technology and 
precise weapons something that combo more with high skill models and deliberate, 
careful actions (like firing at the back of an enemy from a braced posture) and burst 
weapons or skill advantage more important when firing on multiple targets, firing 
while going top speed, or other very difficult actions. 

4. Least important, but a nice benefit, is that although it’s technically slower to identify 
dice with values of 4+ compared with identifying only dice with a value of 6, having a 
target of 4+ for success both mirrors the way marginal hits work and the way multiple 
wargames/boardgames across the broader hobby work. 
 

EWAR, Forward Observation, Comms, Sensors: 
What: A Missile category direct attack may no longer be chained to Forward Observation. All 
weapons with the Missile category already have the Indirect Category and may still chain to 
FO using that. 
Why: We weighed up the potential confusion players feel about there being this one type of 
direct attack one can chain to an FO which behaves differently against the actual use cases 
that one type of attack gives. The use cases were really only the rare case that a target has 
overhanging cover, but has less or no cover from the point of view of the Observer, or the 
case that the Observer doesn’t have TD and the target is within optimal range of the model 
with the Missile weapon and that attacking model has a clear shot at the target (and that the 
model doesn’t want to just fire his missile weapon normally). Both of these are very niche, so 
we simplified things. Remember you can still chain your ATMs and AVMs to FO using the 
Indirect category. 
 
What: Sensor Range is now listed for each model. This means there are no longer any 
Unlisted Attributes. 18” is still by far the most common rating. Sensors:X was renamed to 
Sensor Suite, and Reduced Sensors:X was removed. 
Why: Previously, it was slightly unclear how models with Sensors:X (Aux) behaved when 
Crippled since they would both lose their improved Sensor Range and halve their Sensor 
Range. Now all models simply halve Sensor Range which is sufficient penalty for being 
Crippled. The change also allows us to have models with longer than normal Sensor Range 
but without the ability to perform Sensor Sharing. It also makes it immediately clear what 
every Model’s Sensor Range is as it is now listed. 
 
What: if Sensor Sharing is used by a model with SatUp, it can now benefit any friendly model 
with SatUp as well as those within 6”. 



Why: It makes sense that sensor data can be shared through satellite comms as well as 
normal short-range comms. However we didn’t think it worth while extending this to all 
models in Formation as this would add extra complexity (since Formation is defined in 
relation to CGLs). 
 
What: The Disable Defense Action now uses 4 Base Dice instead of 2. 
Why: It was rarely worth spending an Action on this given the low chance of success against 
most ECM models. 

Clarifications: 
What: Notes and Examples added to several sections. 
Why: Largely in response to questions from players. 
 
What: Wording of ECM:X trait in appendix of model traits changed to refer to ‘its Sensor 
Range’. 
Why: To make it clear which model’s Sensor Range is relevant. 
 
What: Wording of Forward Observation for models with SatUp slightly changed. 
Why: Avoid misinterpretation of rule. 
 
What: Added a section to highlight that there are 3 unopposed rolls in the game, with links. 
Why: A player was unclear on whether there were unopposed rolls in the game. 
 
What: References to the ruleset or game as ‘Heavy Gear Blitz’ changed to ‘Heavy Gear Blitz 
Brigands’. 
Why: To avoid implication that the rules are anything other than fan generated content and 
avoid confusion with the official living rule book version of the game. 
 
What: Added a table summarising the effects of Weapon Categories 
Why: Previously the various things determined by Weapon Category were spread across 
multiple sections. 
 
What: Stated in the Snap Fire rules that Snap Fire attacks may not use Split. 
Why: Clarity. 
 
What: Stated in the Snap Fire rules that you can’t change your mind once you’ve decided to 
Snap Fire. 
Why: Clarity. 
 
What: Stated in the rules on Origin Points that they are not used to determine Range. 
Why: Primarily because the Origin Point for blast attacks and indirect attacks is not the 
attacking model. Wanted to make sure this was clear. 
 
What: Stated in ANN trait that it only applies to Opposed Rolls. 
Why: Player questioned whether it applies to Initiative or Airdrop test rolls, which it does not. 



 
What: Added ‘not top speed’ to requirements in Electronic Warfare Actions and Reactions 
table for Forward Observation and Detailed Scan. 
Why: Player questioned whether ECM Defense precludes going Top Speed. We wanted it to 
be clear only these two EWAR actions are restricted by posture. 
 
What: Stated that CGLs and FoCs are always In Formation with themselves. 
Why: To make this more explicitly clear, even though technically it was implied by the fact a 
model is always within 6” of itself. 
 
What: Added notes to all mentions of Comms:0 to remind reader that the Comms:X trait 
cannot be reduced below 0. 
Why: There was some confusion over Comms:0. 

Weapons: 
What: Removed Surface to Air Missile from Weapons table 
Why: Had already been removed from all models, but was left in table by mistake 
 
What: Reduce PEN on all Laser Cannons by 1 
Why: Testing indicated that these weapons, having great optimal range brackets, the 
advanced category, and the precise trait, were not just extremely accurate, but also tended 
to do so much damage they worked well against even heavy armour. Rather than further 
pushing the TV cost up, we decided to reduce their PEN to be in line with the Rifle and 
Autocannon. They still outperform either weapon by a significant margin, but have a clearer 
role as very accurate long range anti-gear weapons and will be less effective against heavy 
armour. 
 
What: Reduce PEN on all Rotary Lasers by 1 and increase the Range to 6-18 / 36” 
Why: Similar to LCs, RLs were too good. By just dropping their PEN by a point we would end 
up with a weapon which is exactly the same as the HRC but even more focused on close 
range (they’d be identical in suboptimal, but better in optimal). Instead we altered them to be 
more analogous to autocannons, though considerably better due to advanced. 
 
What: Reduce PEN on all Pulse Lasers by 1 
Why: We already knew the PL was the scariest weapon line in the game, but further testing 
with various advanced weapons revealed even with their great cost they were simply too 
strong. Besides which, their ultra high PEN simply felt weird, especially having dropped the 
PEN on the LC and RL types. 

Optional Rules 
What: Added the old LRB ‘Augment’ system of Skills and Opposed Rolls in an Appendix 
Why: Some players expressed a preference for keeping the same system as in the LRB 
because of familiarity and to increase the impact of additional D6. 


